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Given this 19th-century building’s prominence as a former seat of 
influence in Warsaw, it’s fitting that the new H15 Boutique Hotel plays 
an active role in the life of the Polish capital. 

H15 
BOUTIQUE 
HOTEL 
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Welcome to The H15 Boutique, one 
of the most luxury boutique places to 
stay in Warsaw. These brand new 
apartments have just been opened & 
are situated in a XIX century building 
where the past meets the present. 

H15 superb levels of comfort & 
customer service are designed for 
those who appreciate the supreme 
standards which you would only 
expect in the most elegant hotels 
worldwide. H15 Boutique boats 46 
luxury rooms & apartments giving our 
guests chamber place to relax. Our 
extra large unique apartments will 
exceed your expectations for short or 
long stays, in fact we think you will 
agree that our suites offer comfort 
beyond that of many luxury hotels in 
Warsaw. 

We pride ourselves on providing a 
delightful retreat where the warmth 
of the H15 Boutique team is always 
apparent. 

To check into H15 Boutique Hotel, 
located on one of the oldest streets 
in central Warsaw, is to stay at the 
epicenter of European history. The 
19th-century building, originally 
constructed as a grand private 
residence, has hosted secret 
meetings for Polish independence 
prior to WWI, been home to a Soviet 
embassy, a headquarters for the 
Nazi party, and a prize possession of 
the People's Republic of Poland. 
Today, following a recent five-year 
gut renovation, this impressive 46-
room gem celebrates its storied past 
while also emerging as a glorious 
example of contemporary luxury.  

Here, amid the hotel’s many modern 
touches and individually designed 
artwork, one still finds 
ornamentation from the Soviet 
embassy days, making H15 a 
stunning example of past-meets-
present. 

In 1941 the building was taken 
over by the Third Reich – it 
became one of Wehrmach 
quarters. Germans did not got rid 
of Soviet symbols,  treating them 
like trophies. Paradoxically, the 
Wehrmacht saved it during 
bombing after the defeat of the 
Warsaw Uprising. After The 
Second Word War, People’s 
Republic took care of the 
property. Later it belonged to the 
largest shipping company in 
Poland. 

Between 2007 -2012 the building 
underwent a massive restoration 
which culminated with the 
opening of H15 Boutique in June 
2012. Despite the modern look of 
the apartments, the majority of 
the original decorations from the 
Soviet Union Embassy are still 
present in the building. 
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Service 
 24-hour front desk 
Private check-in/check-out 
VIP room facilities 
Business centre 
Meeting/banquet facilities 
 Concierge service 
Nanny service

Accommodation 

 46 guest rooms 
 Standard rooms 
 Junior & superior suites 
Luxury & prestige suites 
Two bedroom suites 
 
Food 
 
Signature restaurant 
Bar 
Room service 
 
General 
 Non-smoking rooms 
 Air conditioning 
 Lift 

Transport 
Airports: 
Chopin airport 9,6km 
 Modlin airport  38km 
 
Local Interest 
Warsaw old town 
 Park lazienki 
Wilanow Palace Museum 
Krakowskie Przedmiescie 
Copernicus Science Centre 
Polish Jews History Museum 
Royal Castle 
 

Hotel information 
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